Expert Instructors + Immersive Courses: Practical Language Skills in Five Weeks

Summer 2020 Language Courses

Session 1:
- **May 27–June 12** | Arabic 101, Persian 101, Portuguese 101, Russian 100A
- **June 15–July 1** | Arabic 102, Persian 102, Portuguese 102, Russian 100B

Session 2:
- **July 6–22** | Arabic 201, Persian 201, Portuguese 203, Russian 200A
- **July 23–August 7** | Arabic 202, Persian 202, Portuguese 204, Russian 200B

Who Should Enroll?
- Students who want to complete their foreign language requirements in an accelerated, intensive format
- Heritage speakers who want to improve their formal language skills
- Educated professionals interested in a challenging academic pursuit
- Business, legal, and healthcare professionals who want to expand their marketability

Sign Up Now for Summer Intensive Language Courses at SDSU

Complete the equivalent of an entire year of foreign language studies in just five weeks, or two years in 11 weeks. Our unique intensive format enables you to:
- Achieve practical language skills and cultural awareness based on the latest language learning theories through conversations, games, and other interactive activities.
- Study novice (session 1) through intermediate (session 2) levels of Arabic, Persian, Portuguese, or Russian from one of our expert instructors.
- Earn 3–20 units of SDSU foreign language credit in 2 ½–11 weeks.
- Immerse yourself in interactive language and culture studies for 4–6 hours, Monday–Friday.

For additional information, please email globalcampus@sdsu.edu or call (619) 594-7700.

The course schedule is subject to change, so please visit the website for the most current schedule.
What Students Say About the Program

“Our fantastic instructors were from Brazil and Portugal, and we learned from the examples of their lives as well as narratives from throughout the Lusophone world. We were trained up quickly and well, and had a fantastic time hanging out with the Brazilian community in San Diego.” — Sam Allen (Portuguese)

“Studying at SDSU was one of the most amazing experiences of my life. It was an honor to learn Chinese with a group of hardworking and committed learners… The instructors were not only amazing at teaching, but also thoughtful, caring, and were like our mothers. I miss everyone and would like to do ProjectGo again if an opportunity arises.” — David Lim (Chinese)

“The format worked wonderfully at making me really remember what we learned. The instructor, Ghassan [Zakaria], is brilliant and makes the subject feel extremely approachable as well as logical and straightforward, which is just amazing when it’s the first time you’re working with a language without a Latin alphabet.” — Taylor Wright (Arabic)

For additional information, please email globalcampus@sdsu.edu or call (619) 594-7700.

The course schedule is subject to change, so please visit the website for the most current schedule.